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ABSTRACT. Let (.X)ft.1 be i.i.d. r.v.’s each with density functionf and let <k,, (x, t))
be a sequence (a so-called kernel sequence) of Borel measurable functiens defined en
O?xO?. Letf4x) be the density function estimate defined by
We prove that under general cenditiens enfand (1<,,), (f,,(x)) is censistent in tite
mean square sense. We find an asymptetic expressien for the variance of tite estimate
and preve thaI lis asymptotic distribution is Gaussian. Titese resulís apply te a large
class of density estimates which includes the estimates considered by Parzen (1962),
Leadbetter (1963) with kernels with cempact support and ahso these estmmates derived
fron orthogonal expansions.
Density estimates derived from trigonometric asid Jacobi ortitogonal expansions
are studied in detail. Forf belonging te classes of functions defined in temms of tite
derivatives off Wc find explicil bounds for tite mean square error of the estimates,
holding uniformly over these classes. We compare tIte rates ef mean square consis-
tency obtained with dic best pessible rates found by Farrelí and Wahba. -
O. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
0.1. introduction
In alí titis work we only consider tite estimation of ene dimensional
probability density functionsfwitit respect to Lebesgue measure en O?.
Titere are at least two weB known nonparametric niethods fer estimating
a probability density function (p.d. fusiction), namehy, tite kerneh metitod and
tite ortitogenah series metited. Let (Xft?=í be ta independent observations of
a random variable A’ witit p.d. function f Tite kernél metitod consists of
citoosing as estimator of tite p.d. function at x tite following
1v>
ta j=l
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where k,,, is a sequence of functions satisfying certain conditions and
=m (n) is a sequence of integers depending on n. Essentially titis nietitod is
a generalization of tite intuitive procedure witicit consists of choosing a
narrow interval around tite point x and estimating f(x) by tite number of
observations A belonging to titat interval divided by ta times tite lengtit of tite
interval. Titere are seVeral papers about tite local properties of kernel p.d.
functions estimators: Barthett (1963), Rosenblatt (1956, h971), Parzen (1962),
Leadbetter (1963), Woodroofe (1957), etc. See Wegman (¡972) br more
detailed references. In tite ortitogonal series metitod we have to citoose a
convenient ortitogonal system of functions and write tite p.d. functionfas tite
corresponding ortitogonal series expansion. In order to estmmatefwe first
have to cut tite series keeping only a finite nuniber of terms, and titen estimate
tite coefficients of titis finite series. Titis metitod was studied among others by
Scitwartz (¡967) using tite system of Hermite functions, by Kronmal and
Tarter (1968) using tite trigonometric system of functions and by Cencov
(¡962) using a general ortitogonal system. See also Rosenblatt (197h), Watson
(1969), Crain (1974), Wegman (1972), Hall (1982) and Viollaz (1980).
Tite researcit in tite area of nonparametric estimation of probability
density functions itas grown exponentialy. In tite last twenty years mucit
researcit work itas been done, dealing witit botit tite kernel and tite ortitogonal
seríes nietitods as well as witit otiters nonparametric niethods like tite
penalized niaximum likeliitood of Good and Gaskins (h971, 1980), tite near
neigitbor estimators of Loftsgaarden and Quesenbarry (1965), tite spline
metitods of Waitba (1971) or tite itistogram type estiniator of Van Ryzin
(1969).
Tite questions siudied also covers a wide spectrum, runníng from
problems of consistency in several senses to problenis of asyniptotic
distribution of sonie functionals of tite density estimator as in Bickel and
Rosenblatt (¡973) or Viollaz (1976, 1980).
Tite iniportant problem of tite citoice of tite bandwith in tite kernel
estimator or equivalently tite citoice of tite number of terms in tite ortitogonal
series estiniator has been studied by several authors. See Woodroofe (¡970),
Kronmal and Tarter (1968), Duin (1976), Hermans and Habbema (1976), and
Viollaz and Cardozo (1980). See also Hall (1982) and Marron (1985) for more
recent works on titis probleni.
Tite present paper intends to titrougbt ligitt over tite question: itow much
different or how much sinialar are fue kernel and the ortitogonal series
density estimates?
For titis, we introduce a class of density estimators of variable kernel type
wbicit includes botit tite kernel and tite ortitogonal series density estimators.
For titis class we study pointwise and uniforni consistency in the Mean
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Square Error sense, we find an asyniptotic expression for tite variance of tite
estimator and prove its asyniptotic normality. Tite results apply to tite
algebraic estimators of Parzen witit compact support, to tite Leabbetter
estimators witit compact support and to estimators based on orthogonal
expansions in tite trigononietric system and in tite system of Jacobi poly-
nomials.
Tite contain and organization of tite paper is as follow:
In Section 1 we state sorne results from Alexits (1961) witicit are used in
tite sequel. Sorne elementary properties of kernel sequences are proved itere.
hn Section 2, sorne local properties of the estiniators are studied. It is
proved that tite sequence of estimators is consistent in tite mean square sense.
We find an asyniptotic expression for tite variance of tite estimator and we
sitow titat its asymptotic distribution is Gaussian. Tite results of titis section
apply for a general class of estiniators witicit includes tite so-called algebraic
estimators of Parzen witit compact support and also classes of estimators
constructed using the ortitogonah series method. Tite estimators derived froni
tite trigonometrie and Jacobi systeni are included itere. We itope the results of
titis chapter wilI contribute to understanding tite similarities and differences
between the algebraic estimators and tite ortitogonah series estiniators.
In Section 3 estimators derived from Jacobi ortitogonal expansions are
studied in detail. Tite results of Section 2 are applied to prove the mean
square consistency, to find an asynitotic expression for tite variance of tite
estimator and to sitow titat its asymptotic distribution is Gaussian. For f
belonging to classes of functions defined in temis of tite derivatives off, we
find explicit bounds for the mean square error for the estiniators, holding
uniformly over titese classes.. We compare titese rates of mean square
consistency witit tite best possible rates found by Farrelí (h972) and Wahba
(3975). Explicit bounds for tite Mean Square Error are obtained for
estiniators derived from Legendre Series. It is sitown titat tite estimator
derived from tite Cesaro sunimation of tite Legendre series is saturated with
rate n—2!3 in tite sense titat tite best possibhe rate of convergence to zero ottite Mean Square Error is n—213, independently of tite smootitness of tite
function f
0.2. The Estimator
Let (t3fl~o be a complete ortitonornial system witit respect to a weigitt
function p. It is known titat iffis a square integrable function with respect to
p, i.e. fTp is finite, titen tite ortitonormah expansion of f
[0.2]c»4.y’x)
v=0
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wbere
e, =ff(x)$0 (s)p (s)ds [0.3]
converges tofin tite L2 sense. Here ~ stands br the complex conjugate of ~,
witicit in general is assunied to be a complex valued funetion of a real
variable.
Let (AftM be a sequence of independent observations of a random
variable A’ with p.d. functionfand distribution function E, and let us assume
titat its ortitonormal expansion converges pointwise tof(x) at tite point x, so
we can write
~ c~4:,jx) [0.4]
witere e, is given by [0.3]. Tite infinite sequence of coefficients (ejr....o is
unknown sincefis assumed to be unknown, so it is not of mueit itelp to use
this formula for estiniating f(x). But we can do tite following: Cut tite
expansion [0.4] keeping only a Imite nuniber of temis, say m=m(n)
expecting titat titis finite expansion will be a good approximation for f(x),
and titen estiniate tite Imite seqúence of coefficients (e,flL0. Wr¡ting e, as
c,=frk (s)p (s)dF(s) [0.5]
a natural estimate for e,, appears to be
?u=Ittu(5)P(S) dEn (s) [0.6]
where F~ is tite empirical distribution funetion corresponding to tite finite
sequence (X~)7~’. Titerefore in a natural way we are led to consider p.d.




¡0 ~ ctjXj)ía(X». [0.8]
ta j=t
in tite same way we can consider more general estimators of lite form
tn(n)
f,jx)=Z ajmft,,e/<x) [0.9]
witere tite a0(m) are known nunibers and tite e,, are defined as aboye. Titis
kind of niotivation can be found in tite existing literature on tite subject; see
Cencov (1962), Krommal and Tarter (1962), Rosemblatt (197!).
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Parzen (1962), Rosenblatt (1956, 1971), Bickel and Rosemblatt (1973)
among others consider density estimators of tite from [0.10] with kernel
kv>,(x. t,) 1<11. [0.12]
b<’n)
Following Leadbetter (1963) and Wegnian (¡972) we cali titese estmmators
algehraic es¡ima¡ors. Rosenblatt (1956), Witittle (1958), Watson and Leadbetter
(¡963) and Leadbetter (1963) consider estimators of tite form [0.10] witit
kernel k~(x, ¡,)=6~(’x— ¡). Woodroofe (¡957) considers estimators of tite
forrn [0.10] with
km(X~t)O(X. ~j-j~ [0.13]
Wc propose to study estimators of tite form [0.10] independently of
wbetiter titey originated froni an ortitogonal expansion or not. Titis,
moreover, itas two advantages.
(1) Wc get results witicit apply to tite estimators derived from
ortitonormal expansions in trigonometrie functíons and Jacobí polynoni¡als,
and to tite estiniators considered by Parzen, Rosenblatt and Woodroofe
introduced aboye, under the restriction titat titeir corresponding kernel itave
compact support.
(2) Wc can better understand the similarities and differences between
density estimators constructed using different functions k00.
1. SOME RESULTS ABOUT ORTUOGONAL SERIES
1.1. The Singular Integrals
As stated before we wiIl study p.d. function estimators of tite fon
los km(X.Xj)P(Xj)
n
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witere na =m(ta), independently of witetiter titey originated from ortitogonal
expansíons or not. Of course, we could absorb tite factor p (A?) into km (x, A?)
but we prefer tite aboye form since tite conditions we will impose on tite
kernel take a sinipler form in titis case.
Consistency off,, is equivalent to tite following: Under witat conditions on
p, andf, does tite Lebesgue integral
¡m(fX,h~fkm(X,i)P(t)f(t)dt [¡.1]
exist and converge to f(x)? So we will start studying titis kind of integrais
witicit were called by Lebesgue (1909) singular integrais. In titis Section we
will state some titeorems about convergence of singular integrals, we will
define ortitogonal polynomial-like systems and will particularize titese
theorems to them. Also we wi¡J present sorne results about tite kernels of tite
singular integrals.
Definition 1.1.1. Leí (k~ (x. ¡)) he a sequence of measurable real valued
futactiotas defined on titefinite square [a, b]x[a, b] and leí p be ata integrable
and a.e. síricí1>’ positivefunetion on [a, h]. The pair ((km (x, z), p (í)) will he
called a kernel sequence wi¡h singular poin¡ x ~ffor every A >0 and every
subinterval [a, fi] of[a, b], a=a</3=b,¡he following condiziotas hoid:
a) hm ,f k~(x. ¡)p(¡)d¡= ¡ and hm f k~(X,Qp(Qd¡=0
where I=[a,b]flhjx—A,x+X]. J=[a,/3]—[x—A,x+X],
b) suP[¡km(x,t)¡:tE[a,b]—[x—X,x±x]ji=L(xA)
wbere L(x. A) is afinitefunerion of x atad A bu¡ independení of m,
c) sup{ ¡km(X,¡)¡:tE[a,b]ji:=Lm(x)<oc.
¡
Tite sequence of integrals (4,, Q x)) constructed using a kernel sequence as
aboye defined is known as a singular sequence ofintegrais (Lebesgue (1909)).
Theorem 1.1.1 (Lebesgue). Le¡ (4,,Ú ¡)) be a singular sequence of
integrais ita ¡be sense of Definition 1.1.1. A necessary atadsufflciení condition
for 4,, (ix) ¡o converge tof(x)for everyfuncíionf whicb is eonlinuous at x
and of hounded variation on [a, b] is
Condition l.1.i. There exisís a constaní 1< independení of m buí
eventual/y depending on x sueh íha¡ for every subiníerval [A, B] of [a. b],
a =A=BSb
jBkm(x,t)p(t)dj=J<,
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bolds un4formly wi¡it respect ¡o ¡he interval [A, .8]. Moreover, 4/ Condition
1.1.) is un ¿fomil>’ sa¡isfiedforxe[c, d]G[a, h], ¡befutaction offinite variation
fis eontinuous in [e,d] (It is unders¡ood ¡ha¡fis con¡inuous a¡ efrom tite left
atad a¡ dfroni ¡he rigliz) atad condi¡ions a) atad b) tire un4formly satisfiedfor
xC[c, d] titen Im(i x) converges un4formly toffor xE[c, d].
Lebesgue (h909) proved titis titeoreni and a proof is also given by Alexits
(1961).
Theorem 1.1.2. Le¡ (Iv>, (ix)) be a singular sequence of integrals ita ¡be
subin¡erval [e,d] of [a, b]. Theta Im(f,X) converges a¡ ¡he point xE[c.d] ¡o
f(x),for everytf wbicb is L~-in¡egrable atad con¡inuous ita [e, d], (¡atad oní>’ ¿1
¡be following eondit ion holds:
Condilion 1.1.2. Piere exiséts a cons¡ant 1< itadependen¡ of na, bu¡
eventual/y depending on x, sueb tha¡
p(t)d¡=K. titat f¡fw ¡ pQ)dtHere and in witat fohhows f Lv>-integrable meansfinite. For a proof of titis theoreni, see Alexits (¡961), Pp. 257-260.R ma k. Cond ion e) f Definitio h. .l in Alexits (¡961) is stated under
tite folowing form: «..., assunitng, titat titey (tite singular integrals) exist for
every La-integrable funetion». Botit forms are essentially equivalent since
condition c) implies tite existence of 1,,, (i x) for every L~-integrabhe function,
and tite existence of’,,, (i x) for every L~-integrabhe funetionfiniplies titat ess
sup [1km(x, ¡) 1 :a=t=bJ is finite. See Alexits (1961), p. 247. In witat follows
we sitalí refer to Alexits (1961) onhy by itis name and corresponding page
numbers.
Tbeorem 1.1.3. If¡hefunctionfc L~ is un¿formly eontinuous ita a subset
E of[a, b] atad conditiotas a) atad b) of Definition ¡.1.1 atad C’ondi¡ion 1.1.2
are un (formí>’ sa¡isfledfor xE E, titen Iv>, (ix) converges tofuta(fornily ita E.
For a proof of titis titeoreni see Alexits.
Tbeorem 1.1.4 Le¡ ¡be itategrals 1,,, (ix) be singular al tite poiní
xE[a, b]. If ¡he futaction fis p-in¡egrable, continuous al x and of bounded
variation ita sorne interval ¡ix — e, xi- e] around ¡he poital x, atad ¿1 Cotaditiota
1.1.1 bolds, ¡beta I~(i x)—f(x) as n—.oo.
Titis titeorem follows by combining tite argunients of tite sufficiency part
of Titeorenis 1.1.1 and 1.1.2.
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1.2. The Chr¡stoffel-Darboux Formula
In titis paragrapit we state some definitions and results about ortitogonal
systems of functions that will be needed hater.
Let p be an alniost everywitere positive and integrable function on the
interval [a, b] of O?, ami let <p,,fl%.0 be tite (unique) complete system of
polynomials in x, ortitonormal on tite interval [a, b]witit respect to tite weigitt
function p, titat is
JÍ9i(x)PJxftJ (x)dx= 8,~
witere 8~ is equal to one if i=j and equal to O otherwise. hffis a p-integrable
function (on [a, b]) titen the na”> sum of its ortitogonal expansion can be
written as
~m(ix) =JfWZ p,, (x)p,, (¡) p (í) di. [1.2]
Tite function
‘a
is called tite m’’ Icernel of lite sys¡em (pj. We itave used tite notation Kv>, for
titis kernel instead of k,,, because we want to reserve tite latter for kernels
witich satisfy tite conditions of Definition 1.1.1 and it is not known yet if ¡<m
satisfaes titese conditions or not.
Lemma 1.2.1 (Christoffel-Darboux formula). Leí (p,,) be ¡be s,ystem of
oríhonormal polynomials wi¡h respeci’ ¡o the weigh¡funetion p, ¡ben
S p,,(x)pjQ= 001+1 l—x
where a,,, and &01~>~ denote ¡be leading coefficieníts of vn, atad P0,+i.
respectivel>’.
For a proof of titis ¡emma see br example Alexits, PP. 25-26 or Szeg¿i
(1939), Pp. 41-42.
Tite Cristoffel-Darboux formula holds for ortitogonal po¡ynomials.
Alexits, motivated by tite Citristoffel-Darboux formula, itas defined ortitogonal
systems that tite caEs polynomials-like. We now give Alexits’ definition.
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Definition 1.2.1. An oríhonormal sys¡em (&) is calledpol.ynomial-like
for xEE, 4/ i¡s mth kernel itas ¡be following s¡ruc¡ure
(ni)
Kv>jx,¡)=Z Fá(x,t)Z YIJk ct01±¡Ú)ck~#1(x) [1=]
(no)
wberep atad r are na¡ural numbers, independení of m, atad tite cons¡an¡s
have a common bound, independent of ni while tite measurable func¡ions
Ek (x, ¡) sa¡isf>’ tite condition
wbere O(•) is un 4/omm ita k atad xE E.
We agree itere titat ~ witit eventually negative indices are defined to be
identicahly equah to zero.
Since a~Ia~+í is bounded unifommly in m (see Alexits, p. 28), it 18 clear
titat tite polynornials (p») witicit are ortitonormal with respect to a weigitt
funetion p, fon a polynomial-like system withp=l r— 1 y<7=a~/a01~¡,
(ni)
y011=—am/a~+,, y~>=Q and yJ~) =0 for al! otiter indices, Fk(x, ¡)=
(¡~~x)-~l.
Tite trigononietric system is also polynomial-like for xE[—ir±8, ir—a],
a>o (Alexits, Pp. 178-179).
Titeorenis 1.1.1 ,l.l.2,l.l.3, h.h.4 stated aboye can be applied to study
questions of convergence of tite expansions in terms of the functions of
polynomial-like ortitonormal systems. Fohlowing A¡exits we will say titat tite
ortitonornial system (‘t0) is cons¡an¡-preservitag u 4’o is constant.
Tbeorem 1.2.1 Let (‘k. (x)) be a complete oribonormat consianí-
preserving, polynomial-hike s,ys¡em wi¡b respec¡ ¡o a weigit¡func¡iota p on a
finite iníerval [a, b]. Leí ¡be func¡ions 4 (x, t) be con¡¡nuous on ¡he square
[a, b] x[a, b], excepí possibly on tite diagonal ¡ = x. ,4ssume ¡bat ¡be sequence
(&) is dominated by afutaction w continuous mi (a, b), a.e. positive on [a, b]
atad sucb ¡bat pw is integrable on [a, b]. Titen ¡be sequence of kemnels (km, p*)
wbere
‘a
satisfles tite requiremetais of Definition 1.1.1 utalforml>’for xE[a±c,b—e],
e >0.
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Proof. Titis titeoreni is a generahization of Theorem 4.3.1 in Alexits, PP.
264-266 and we fohhow closely Alexits’ proof.
We itave to sitow titat tite conditions of Definition 1. ¡ .1 hold. Since (~,)
is polynomiah-like tite mt~ kernel itas tite form
(vn)
rol)Since by Definition 1.2.1 dic YI¡á are uniformly bounded, .Fk(x, t) is con-
tinuous on [a, b] — [x — A, x±A].A >0, and tite & are dominated by itt witicit
is continuous on (a, b), it fol¡ows that
sup[ ¡k01(x,Q¡:IE[a,b]—[x—A,x+A]¡=Q(l)
uniformly for XE[a±E, b—e], e>0, so titat condition b) of Definition 1.1.1
ito!ds. Tite rest of the proof goes exactly like Alexits’ and it is omitted.
Definition 1.2.2 Leí (.rb,) be an oríbonormal sys¡em of funchiotas on
sorne iníerval [a, b] wi¡h respecí ¡o a weigh¡ funcrion p. Tite Cesc?zro
sumnialion kernel of ¡te system «ob) is defined by
km(x,í)=Z (h— Y-) tP,,(x)4h(t). [1.7]
Tite following titeorem is useful to deal witit tite Cesáro kernels.
Theorem 1.2.2; Leí (it,,) be a complete constant-preservitag ortitonormal
sys¡em on ata interval [a, b] wi¡b respecí ¡o a weigh¡ func¡ion p atad suppose
¡bat ¡itere exisís afuncílon w coniinuous on (a, b), positive a.e. on [a, b] atad
sucit thai sup,,sup { ¡ .,b,,(t)¡ /wQ):íe[a, b]ji<oo. Leí us assume ¡haí (t’0) is
polynomial-likefor xE[c, d]G[a, b], ¡he futactiotas Ek<’x, ¡) are continuous ita
tite rectangle [c, djx [a, 14, excepí possibl>’ on íite line t= x. Leí us assume
also0=p (x)=cotas/ant atad ZL~> ‘k~ (x)= Q (m) ¡¡oíd uta¿fórml,yfor x E ¡it, d].
Let 4, be ¡be Cesáro kernel defined ita [1.7]. Defitae
4 (x,t)=4v>(x,t)/w(í), [1.8]
Titen tite sequence of kerne/s (4, p*) salisfies ¡he requiremenís of Definlí ion
1.1.1 atad Condition 1.1.2 un¿Jornal>’ for xc[c± e, d— e].
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•Using [¡.10] and arguing essentia¡ly as in Titeorem 1.2.1 it follows titat
(4, p*) is a kernel sequence in tite sense of Definition ¡ .hl. (See ahso Alexits,
Titeorem 4.3.2, pp. 267-268). Froni Alexits, p. 210 it fol¡ows that tite kernel
ahso satisfies Condition 1.1.2.
1.3. Sorne Properties of Kernels
In titis paragrapit we prove some elenientary properties of kernels titat
will be needed later for tite discussion of density estimators. Leadbetter (1963)
proved analogous properties for tite type of kernels ite considers titere.
Proposition 1.3.1. Le¡ p atad w be a.e. positivefuncliotas on [a. b] such
thai fbpczoo,fbpw<oe. Le¡ (k~(x, ¡)) be a sequence of Borel measurable
func¡ions from [a, b] x [a, b] ¡o O? sucb ¡tal for ever>’ x e [c, d] C[a, b],
£ k2(x, Qp<’Qd¡<~. Assume thai <‘k01(x, t)¡w a,>~ w<’t~p (O) is a kérnel





Proof. for notational convenience we set p (t)d¡ = d¡s (¡). Since k,~ is ji-
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Taking tite infimum for xc [c, d] and titen limit inferior, by condition a) of
Definition ¡ .1. ¡ we itave titat tite left-itand side becomes one, so titat
¡x+X ph
1=1 dp(¡) lina infinf [1k2(x, ¡)dg<’t):c=x=d}.
vfl—.00 jo
Since p is an integrable function; titis inequality is true for alí A>0 if and
onhy if hm mf mf {Jk2 (x. Qdgfrhc=x=d}=oo
Proposition 1.3.2. ¡leí p atad w be a.e. positive functions on [a, b]
<oo. ¡Jet (kv>, (x, t)) be a sequetace ofBorel measurablefunc¡ionsIb ph
froin [a.b]x[a, b] ¡oIR sucit ¡ba¡foreveryxE[c, d]C[a, b],1k2 (x, ¡)p(Qdt<co.
Assunae ¡bat (1<,,, (x, t)/w (í), w (í), w (¡)p (í,)) is a kernel sequetace ita the sense
of Definition ¡.1.1 sa¡isf,ying a) atad it) un¿fonnl>’for xE[c, di. Le¡ a~(x) be
defined it>’ [¡.11]. Define
¡4 (x, ¡)z=ct§ (x)k3jx, ¡)/w
2(t) [1.12]
Pien <14, p*) is a non-negative kernel sequence sa¡isfying utalformí>’ a) atad it)
forXE[c,d], atad
[1.13]
Proof. Let J=[a,/fl—[x—-A,x±A], a=a</3=b.Titen
k,t(x,t)p*Ú)dt =¡J’ cyv>jx)t0<’i) p*Ú)d¡¡
la
By Proposition 1.3.1 mf {a
01(x..Yc=x=dJ.-.oc.Hy condition b) of Defi-
nition 1.1.1 sup(sup¡ k,~ (x, í)/w
2(’¡):¡EJ ji :c=x=dl is finite. Byitypotitesis
pw2 is integrable. Hence tite rigitt-itand side, and a fortiori, tite left-hand side
tends to zero uniformly for x E [e, dlI as ni—. oc. Titat is. tite kerneh sequence
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frZ,p*)satisfies tite first part of condition a). It is obvious titat [h.13] bolds,
and since tite sequence (k,t, p*) was just proved to satisfy tite f’trst part of
condition a) it follows titat it ahso satisfies its second pafl.
Condition b) fo¡¡ows froni condition b) of Definition h.i.h and
mf joc~(x):c=x=dji—.oo.Condition c) fohlows froni condition c) of
Definition 1.1.1 and infjcx~(x):c=x=dj—.oc.
Proposit¡on 1.3.3. Assu¡ne tita¡ alí ¡be hypo¡iteses of Proposition 1.3.2
bold. Pien asni-~ oc
£ 1 k~(x, i)I p(¡)d¡=o[(a~(x))112]
witere o[.] is un¿formfor xC[c, 41.











¡ k~Cx, ¡) ¡ p Ci) di
(ay, (x))’/’
.But, by Scitwarz inequality we have
¡ k,v>(x, t) PWdt=[J
pQ)d¡] íf2[f k,~ (x, t)p Ci) dt]112,
so titat tite second term in [h.14] can be made unifornily less than e by
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x±X
citoosing A sucit titat suP{j p:c=x=d}/inffa~Cx):c=x=dji<e,witicit
is possible because p is integrabhe. The first ten of [1.14] tends to zero
uniformly for x c[c, 41 because of condition b) of Definition 1.1.1 and Pro-
position l.3.h.
Remark on Tlieorern 1.1.1. Since Condition ¡.1.! is necessary and suf-
ficient for tite converge of every function witicit is continuous at x and of
bounded variation on [a,b], it folloxús titat Condition 1.1.1 is tite minimuni
requirenient titat every kernel must satisfy if we want tite corresponding
density estimatorf,, (x) to be asyniptotically unbiased for every p.d. funetion
witicit is continuous at x.
1.4 Examples of Kernels
Several faniilies of kernels itave been proposed for estimating a p.d.
function. Here we present titree exaniples.
(1) Kernehs given by [0.12]. Parzen (1962) requires that tite even Boreh-






(2) Kernels of tite fon kv>, Cx, í)= 6y, Cx — ¡). Leadbetter (1963) requires
titat
f_ 6y,<’u)du= 1,
for every A>0, sup[ ¡ 601 Cu)¡ :uE 01—[--A,A] ji—o,
foreveryA>0,f ¡6v>,(u)¡du—0,
supf ¡t5y,Cu)¡du<oo.
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(3) Woodroofe’s kernels given by [0.13] witere Gis a non-negative Borel-
measurabhe and bounded function defíned on O?2 sucit titat
for every x,f_ G(x,y)dy= 1,
as ¡—oc, sup tf ¡y¡G<’x,y)dy:xeff? ji—O.
The kernels deftned by Defánition ¡ .1. ¡ are defined on a finite square
witihe those of Examples (1), (2) and (3) are defaned on tite witole DV and
titerefore froln titis point of view tite first kernels are less general titan tite
otiter ones. Rut if we only consider kernels witit conipact support, tite kernels
of Examples (1), (2) and (3) are particular cases of kernels in the sense of
Defrnition h.1.h witicit satisfy Condition ¡.1.2.
Typical exaniples of kernehs witicit do not satisfy Condition 1.1.2 are tite
nz~h kernehs of polynomial-hike ortitonornial systems (see Alexits, p. 179).
Titerefore, if we want to study a class of density estiniators large enougit to
include the kernels of the trigononietrie and Jacobi orthonornial systenis we
itave to weaken Condition 1.1.2. Titis is tite reason for considering kernehs
satisfying Condition 1.1.1.
2. LOCAL PROPERTIES OF THE DENSITY ESTIMATOR
2.1. Introduction
In witat follows we wihi study density estimators defined by:
Definition 2.1.1. Leí p and w hefunctions defined on a closed in>terval
[a, b], sucit tita¡ p atad w are síricíl>’ posilive atad con¡inuous on (a, b),
f~<oo and J~w2<oo. Let (k~Cx, 1)) be a sequence of Borel-measur-
ab/e futactiotas frona [a, b]x[a, h] ¡o IR sucb thai al xE[a, b],
7k2 Cx. t) pCi)di<oc atad Qc,,, Cx, i)/ w Ci,), w Ci)p <‘t)) is a kernel sequence ita ube
sense of Definilion 1.1.1. Leí (A?)jLí be lid. r.v. ‘s wi¡b p.d.funciionfatad
disíribulion futaciion E. Define
fv>(x)= — E k
01<x, A?)~(A?) ‘[a/sl CA?) [2.1]
ta j=l
Where 4~,b](¡)= 1 if a=t=band equal to zero otiterwise.
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In titis Section we discuss tite consistency of tite estiniator [2.1], we find its
asymptotic variance and prove titat its asymptotic distribution is Gaussian.
Since tite conditions imposed on tite kerne¡ sequence are very general it is not
possible to obtain niore informative and useful resuhts titan titose of tite
present Section. For example at titis stage, wititout furtiter assumptíons on
kv>,, it is not possible to obtain tite rate at witicit tite bias tends to zero. Titis
kind of question is discussed in Section 3 for estimators derived from Jacobi
series in general and for titose derived from Legendre series in more detailed
form.
2.2. Cons¡stency ¿md Asyrnptotic Variance
Theorem 2.2.1. . ¡Jet f0 Cx) be tite eslinialor off Cx) given by Definilion
2.1.1. If ei¡ber: (1) ¡be p.d. func¡ionf is coníinuous at x. wp-iniegrable andof
bounded varialion ir> sorne iníerval around x, ¡he kernel sequence salisfies
Condñion 1.1.1 of Titeorem 1.1.1 and mCta)—oo os n—.oc; or (2)fis cota¡i-
nuous al x, wp-in¡egrable, ¡he kerr>el sequence sa¡isfies Condition ¡.1.2 of
Tbeoreni 1.1.2 and mCta)—. ocas fl—.00, Ihen
E[f,,(x)]—.f(x)asn--.oc. [2.2]
Proof. We have
E[f,, Cx)] =J kv>, Cx, Qf COp(Qdi
Cwf,)ft)pCi)di.¡5? kv>, Cx,!)
w Ci)
From tite itypotiteses itfollows titat eititerTiteeorem h.l:4 or ¡.1.2 apply and
itence tite rigitt-itand side of [2.3] converges tofCx).
Theorem 2.2.2. Leí f0 Cx) be ¡he eslimalor off(x) given by Definidor>
2.1.1. Ifeilber: (1) ¡be funciionf is cor>iir>uous aix w
2p2-iniegrabl atad of
bounded varialion ita sorne iníerval arou d x. (k
01) saíisfies ¡be Condition
1.1.1 atad na (ti)—. oc asta—oc; or (2)fis con¡ir>uous aix, w
2 p2-integrable, (kv>.)
satisfies ¡be Condition 1.1.2 atad ni Cn)—. oc as ta —. oc, theta as ta — oc
r>Var[fv> Cx)] —fCx) [2.4]
a,v>Cx)p(x)
“a
witere a,,, Cx) k,~ Cx, Op Ci) di.
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Proof.
Var f0 Cx) = +[J, k2 Cx, OfCi) p2 C¡) di— (J k,0 Cx, ¡)f(t) p COdt)2] -
so titat
vf() _____ k<~ (x, 1) (fp)(¡)(w2p)CI)d¡ [2.5]
a,,, Cx) w2Ó)
a~Cx) [Jkvn Cx. t)fCt)pC¡)d¡]2.
Nowfp being w2p-integrable app¡ying Proposition ¡.3.2 and Titeorem ¡.1.2
it follows titat tite first term converges to fCx)p (x). Tite integral
I: k,, Cx, O fC’) p C~) di converges to fCx) because of Tbeorem 2.2.1, and
titerefore tite second term in [2.5] tends to zero.
Indeed [2.4] bolds under weaker conditions on the kernel than titat of
Titeorem 2.2.2 as is shown in the following titeorem wbere neititer Condition
1.1.2 nor Condition ¡.1.2 is required. Tbe conditions onfare a little stronger
since now tite boundedness offis required.
Theorem 2.2.3. Leí f,, Cx) be given by Definition 2.1.1. 1ff is bounded,
coniinuous al x atadJ fp2w2<eo, ¡ben a~ n, ni—co
r>Varffv>(x)] fCx):
a,,, Cx) p Cx)





Proof. By Proposition ¡.1.2 and Tbeorem l.h.2 tite first term in tite
rigitt-itand side of [2.5] tends tof(x) p Cx), and tite second term is bounded by
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1 ~¡jf¡ ¡ kv> Cx, ¡)¡ pCi)d¡]’
ay, Cx)
witicit tends to zero becausefis bounded and Proposition 1.3.3 itolds.
Theorern 2.2.4. Leí ¡te hypo¡beses of Titeorena 2.2.2 itold. If m Cn) is






where b (i,(x))~ Ef,, Cx)—f Cx) - is tite bias of f
0 Cx).
Consequently from tite fact titat crmCx)=oxCn) and
r>Varfv>Cx)/(a~(x) p(x)) —<Cx) it follows titat Varf,,Cx,) converges to zero,
and since by Theorem 2.2.! Ef,, Cx) converges to f(x) tite bias b (Iv>Cx)) also
converges to zero.
Remark 2.2.1. If tite kernel sequence satisfies tite conditions of
Defanition 1.1.1 uniform¡y on [c.d]G[a,b], and cititer: (l)fis of bounded
variation and continuous on [c. 41 and Condition 1.1.1 itols uniformly on
[c,d] or (2)fis continuous on [c,d] and p-integrab¡e and Condition 1.1.2
itolds uniformly on [c,d], titen Titeorems 2.2.1-2.2.3 itold unifornily for
xE[c+8,d—&],5>0
2.3. The Asymptotic Distribution of f,,(x)
Theorem 2.3.1. Leí ¡te hypo¡heses of Tbeorern 2.2.2 bold. Assume thai
fCx)>O atad ¡itaí Itere exisís sorne funcílon qCx) atad sonae -y>O such íbaí
sup{ ¡ k~(x, 1) p(¡):aS¡=b }=qCx)[a~(x)]~. [2.6]
Titen
~hL/ Cx)— Efn (x)]/ a,v> Cx)p Cx)f(x) [2.7]
is asymr>pto¡ically normal wi¡t mean zero atad variar>ce one, for n —oc atad
mCn)—.oosucb itai cxmCX)=ox[nlI(
2Y”I)]
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Proof. Since we can write [2.7] as
f,, (x)—Ef,jx)
1n1 ay,(x)p(x)fCx)





witere tite factor [ta Var f,, (x)/0
01 (x)p Cx)f(x) jjí/2 converges to one by
Theorem 2.2.2, it will suffice to find the asymptotic distribution of
[Iv>Cx) —Ef0 Cx)]Í[Varf0 Cx)]
112.












X0jz [k,,,Cx, Xj)p (A’j)— EQc,,, (x, X))p CA?))] [2.10]




Therefore citoosing mCta) such that cxv>4x)=oCn
1/~2Y1)) Wc itave titat
¡Xv>
1¡ =o(¡)av>. Hence given e>0 there exists NCc) sucit that ¡X01¡ =ea,,for
ahh ta=NCc) and tite Lindeberg condition
tij—1 lO¾ov>t
2dEv>
1Ci)—0 as n —co
holds.
Asymptotic normality was proven by Parzen (1962) for.density estimators
witit kernels of the form [0.12], by Leadbetter (1963) for estimators witit
kernels of tite fon
8v>, Cx— i) and by Rosenblatt (197!) for ni
satisfying Condition h.1.2 but under different conditions titan titose
used itere.
2.4. Examples
In order to ihhustrate tite applications of tite results of tite present Section
and show titat tite conditions imposed to tite estimator are not too stringent
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Let A’1 Xv> ben independent observations of a randorn variable A’ witit
p.d. functionf Let (&) be a complete system of ortitonormal functions on an
interval [a,b] with respect to a weigitt funetion p. Define tite na’’ kerr>el and
tite Ces¿ro kernel, respective¡y, by
nl
kv>jx,O=S ~v(X)4½Ct)PÚ)4ab]Ct)






f,,Cx)=’S ky, Cx, A’),>,pi







sin vx, v= —1, —2 [—ir=x= ir], we obtain
kv>, Cx,O= 1 sin[(m±¡/2)Cx—t)]
sin[(x—i)/2]
kv>,(x, t)= h r sin[m(x—í)/2] ]2
2v-ni L sin[(x—í)/2] J
where the sums in [2.11] and [2.12] were calculated for u running from —ni
to ni and from —m±¡ to m—l instead of from O to ni and from Oto ni—!,
respectiVehy. It is easy to citeck uitat tite system of trigonometric functions
satisfies alí tite conditions of Titeorenis 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 and titerefore k<v>
satisfies Condition 1.1.2. Tite kernel k<,, does not satisfy (1.1.2) but satisfies
(1.1.1) (see Béla Sz-Nagy [1965], PP. 402404). On tite otiter hand, as it is easy
to sitow &,,, Cx)= 0Cm), &,, Cx) = O Cm) witere tite symbol bv>, = fil Cm) nieans
titat bjm is bounded away froni O and oc~ it follows at once titat
sup { ¡ k,v>Cx, ¡)¡: —w=¡<w}=Q(m) itolds for botit k~ and k,v>;titerefore
[2.6] itolds witit qCx)=constant and y=1. In conclusion, from tite aboye
—1
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discussion it follows titat al! tite titeorems proved in titis Section apply for
botit estimators: f0 Cx) and f,, (x).
Let us consider now estimators derived froni tite systeni of iacobi
polynoniials. Denote p,, ~ tite v~h normed Jacobi polynoniia¡ (see Paragrapit
3.h for a deftnition of titese polynomials). Tite weigitt funetion of tite system
is pCx)=.j. —x)~(l+x)$. Let a’=max (a, —¡/2k /3’=max {/3,—1/2 1. In
Section 3 it is proved that tite polynomials p,,(a ~>Cx) are dominated by a
constant times w Cx), witere
and titat tite kernels (k~Cx, ¡)/w(¡), (wp)(i)) and Ck,,jx, 1)1w CO~ (wí.O(O) are
kernels lii tite sense of Definition h.1.l. Titeoreni 1.2.2 guarantees Condition
1.h.2 for tite kernel (ky,/w, wp). In Section 3 we ¡nove titat Condition ¡.1.1
(1 —x
2)—112m. Moreover tite following bound itolds (see Szegó[1939], p. ¡64)
max Upjo.fi)(x)I.....iCx=l}=Q(l)uC
witere c’=l¡2+max[a,/3,—h/2ji.
Froni tite results just cited it follows at once titat Titeoreni 3.2.1, Titeoreni
2.2.2 and Titeoreni 2.2.3 apply to botit estiniatorsfv> Cx) andf,, Cx). Titeoreni
2.2.4 also applies to titem and itere tite condition cxv>, Cx)=o~Cr>) nieans
m=o,jn) because &
01(x)=0~Cm) and &v>,Cx)=Ojm).
From &,jx) =fl~(m), &v>,(x)=f1~Cm) and tite bound for p(~.I
3) given
aboVe it follows titat condition [2.6] of Titeorem 2.3. ¡ is satisfaed witit
q<’x)=0(l)(l —x2)—’12 and y=3/2, proVided titat mm {a,/3ji>O, and
titerefore Titeorem 3.2.1 applies to both estimators under tite restriction
mm {cx,/3}>0.
Unfortunately condition [2.6] is too stringent for Jacobi polynoniials in
general, since it is not satisfaed for mm [a,/3}’CO, ruling out some iniportant
cases as for example titat of Tcitebycitef polynomials of tite ftrst kind.
Condition [2.6] is far from being tite best possible and it would be desirable
to itave a better one but we do not pursue in titis direction.
Finally, let us consider tite algebraic estirnators of Parzen defined in
Paragrapit 1.4 and assume titat tite kernel satisfies tite conditions stated
titere and itas a compact support. Titen tite kernel b—’ Cn)K ( ~ ) ~isa ker-
nel in tite sense of Definition h.l.l witicit satisfies Condition (¡.1.2) and [2.6]
witit q=constant and 7= h.
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3. DENSJTY ESTIMATORS DERIVED FROM EXPANSIONS
IN JACOBI POLYNOMIALS
3.1. Introduction
In titis Section we study tite hocal properties of p.d. function estiniators
derived from ortitonormal expansions of tite p.d. function in temis of tite
Jacobi polynomials.
Tite .Jacobi polynomials are ortitogonal on [—1,1] with respect to tite
weigitt function
pCx)=(3 —x)~(l±x)/3,cx>—!, ¡3> —h
Tite unnormed Jacobi polj’r>omials P$,<’ ~) are defined by tite equation
Sonie specia¡ cases of Jacobi polynomials are: (1) tite Tcitebychef polynoinials
of tite first kind obtained for a=¡3=—l/2, (2) tite Tchebycitef polynomials of
tite second kind obtained for & = /3 = ¡¡2, and (3) tite Legendre polynomials
obtained for cx=/3O.
We denote by ~~i3) tite nornaed Jacobi polynonaia/s, titat is titose titat
satisfy tite equations
~ Cx)(l~—x)~(l+x)fidx=8Jk , [3.2]
J
witere 8jk is equal to one if j=k and equal to zero otiterwise. Tite relation
between tite normed and unnornied Jacobi po!ynomials is
(-fi) r 2’a~v>~’~~ F(m±l)lÁm±cx+13+l)1 112pa.ñ
= 1 2n5fi+1 F(m±cx±l)F(m+/3±l)j [3.3]
titerefore




01 Cx, i)Z fr~~
3> Cx) p(C.IJ) Ci)
v=0
[3.5]
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01—1
k,,Cx,t)=S (l~S~) p(~ ~ Cx) p(”fl) Q).
na
From Szegñ (1939), p. 70 it follows titat
P (m±2)r (m+a+/3+2)
2v>,±o± fi±2F(m+cx+l)I}na+/3±h)
P01 Cx) P~+1 CO— P01~ Cx,> P4’t)
t—x




—1 <x< 1,cx> —1, /3>—h,
wbere cx’=max[a, —1/2ji, f3’=niax[/3, —1/2).
Proof. From Szegó (¡939), p. ¡64 we itave titat
p(cv.fi)(coso)o~a~ll2Q(m~Il





Since P»rnCx)=(~l)mPtfl)(~x) we also itave





It is clear titat we can replace O by 2 sin(0/2) in [3.8] and (ir—O) by
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Lemrna 3.2.2. Leí kv>, be defined it>’ [3.5]. Titen
¡aCx)f k2Cx,OpCi)di.-.--
ir
witere as usual — meatas íhaí ¡he ralio of bo¡t quanlities íends ¡o one.
2—o—fi F(m+2) F(m+cx+/3+2)
2v>~±a±fi±2F(m+cx+l) F(m+/3±l)
Proof. To keep tite notation simple, we write p~ and
and ~ respectively. By Parseval’s relation we itave
rl 01j_ k2(x,i)pCi)d¡=~ p~Cx)=k01 Cx, x),
0=0
Calculating ¡ini k,,, Cx, i) as — x we obtain,
ky,(x,x)
[P%(x) P01 Cx)—P,’v> Cx) P~±1Cx)].
On tite otiter itand (see Szegñ, Pp. 192, 230)
>01 (cos O)= m
1/2 k(O) cos (MOi-y) +0 (na312)
dP,JcosO) = m112 k (O)[—sin (MO±y)±0(ni—1)]
dO
witere M=na+(cx-í-/3+h)/2, -y= —v-(cx+l/2)/2 and
k C~)= v-112(sin 6)01/2 (cos 0)43~1/2
2 2






Lemma 3.2.3. Let k,,, be deflr>ed it>’ [3.6]. Pien
í¿~Cx)f 1k~Cx,QpCOdí—— ____ m.
3 ir
Proof. Define &,, Cx) = f 4 Cx, í)p Cí)d¡. Titen using [1.9] we can
write
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1 ~ k,,Cx,í)~p(Odífi k,~.Cx,t)pCOdt=f’ [ -‘
5,75—1 5,1 ¡ ¡4 Cx,OpCOdí+2 Z E E p(x)ji= [VI
“1 p=I 55</A
= 1 [S &,,Cx)+2E E &,,Cx)}. [3.13]
0=0 p=l 0</A
The lemnia fohhows using Lemma 3.2.2 and Toeplitz lenima (Loéve [1963], p.
238) in [3.13].
3.3. Convergence of Jacobí Series
In titis section we sitow titat the .Jacobi polynoniials satisfy tite itypotiteses
of Titeorenis h.2.1 and ¡.2.2.
Define
w(x)= (1— xft”121/4(I ±x)—fi”’1/4 [3.14]
witere a’= max [cx,— l/2ji, /3’= niax [/3,— 1/2ji. From Leninia 3.2.! it follows
that ~ ~>is dominated by a constant tinies w. Wititout loss of generality we
can take w as being tite funetion w of Titeorenis 1.2.! and 1.2.2. Since w is
positive and continuous on Ca, b) and tite function.
p Cx)w (x)=(h ~x»ai2l¡4(1 +x)fifi’/2114 [3.15]
is integrable, tite funetion w satisftes alí tite requirements of the titeorems just
cited. From Christoffel-Darboux formula it follows titat tite funetions
EáCx, ¡) of Definition 1.2.4 of K~(x, O C~k~Cx, í)) are equal to fr—tftt and
titerefore titey satisfy tite required conditions. Tite condition E%p~Cx)=OCm)
for xE[—l+e, 1—ej follows from Alexits, p. 39. Therefore tite kernels
(k,v>/w, wp) and .Ck,,Iw, wp) satisfy tite conditions of Definition -1.1.1
unifornily in every inner subinterval of[—h, 1]. Moreover (1c~¡w, wp)satisf¡es
uniformly (1.1.3). In order to guarantee convergence of tite singular integrais
witit tite kernel kv>, we itave to sitow titat Condition (1.1.1) hohds.
temrna 3.3.1. Leí (k~(x, í)/wCt), w(¡)p CO) be lite Jacobi kernel
defined b>’ [3.5]. Theta Condition 1.1.1 itolds un(formlyfor x E[ —! +e, I—e],
e >0.
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Tite present lemma is apparenthy a standard result, but no explicit proof
could be found in tite~ literature. It seenis titat most autitors study tite
convergence of ortitonormal expansions in series of Jacobi polynomials by
reducing tite probheni to one of conVergence of a Fourier series via a
equiconvergence argument. In Appendix B we give a proof of tite lenia.
Remark. Since tite convergence and Cesáro summability of ortitonormal
expansions in iacobi polynomiahs is a well known matter (see for example
Szegó) we could restrict ourselves to titese results. Tite reason for adopting
tite aboye approacit is intended to give a unified treatnient of tite problem of
convergence of f~, Cx) to f(x) in tite mean square sense, witicit we itope, will
itelp to better understand tite beitaviour of different density functions
estiniators.
It sitould be noted titat tite normahization in order to pass from tite kernel
(¡<y,, p) to tite kernel (ky,/w, wp) does not change tite corresponding singular
integral or tite density estimator.
3.4. Dens¡ty Estirnators Deriyed frorn Jacobi Polynomials
Letf be a p.d. funetion defined on IR witose support is not necessarily a
finite interval. In order to be able to construct an estimator of tite type
discussed in titis work we first itave to decide in witicit interval we want to
estimatef Cali [a, b] to titis interval. Wititout loss of generality we can take
a= —I and b= 1 since we always can map [a, b] onto [—1,1] by means of a
linear transforniation applied to r.v. A’.
Let k,,, and ¾>be tite kernels defined by [3.5] and [3.6], respective¡y.
Define
Iv> (x)=I~ v>Cx,XJ)PCA’»Jkí]CA’9, [3.16]ta.
]0~.
—~ k01(x, A’j)PCXQIr—uíjCA’j). [3.17]
ThatJv> andj’v> satisfy tite requirements of Definition 2. 1.1 follows from tite
previous section and fromf pw
2<Cco. Titerefore tite following titeorems are
corollaries of tite corresponding titeorenis of Section 2.
Theorern 3.4.1. Leí fv> Cx) be defined by [3.16] atad pw be defined by
[3. IS]. 1ff is coniinuous al x, of bounded varialion ir> a r>eighbortood of x
atadf fwp<Z oc, titen asta, ni—oc Uy (x) —.fCx).
~1
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Proof. Tite conchusion folhows froni Titeorem 2.2.1.
Theorem 3.4.2. Let .7,, (x) be defined by [3.17] and pw be defined by
[3.15]. 1ff is cor>¡inuous at x. atad jfwp<oo, tten as n, ni—oc
Ef,, (x)—f(x).
Proof. Tite conchusion folhows from Titeorem 2.2.1.
Theorem 3.4.3. Leí fjx) atad f,,Cx) be defined ¿‘y [3.16] atad [3.17]
respectively atad pw be defined by [3.15]. 1ff is bounded, conlinuous al x,
andffw2p2 <co, ¡tenas ta, ni—oc
Varf,,(x) 1 f(x) mCta
)
ir ~yflj~5 n
Varf,,(x%— 1 f(x) ni Cn
3v- ,¡—;i ‘~
witere a,—b,, meatas lii Cay! bn)= h.
Proof. Tite conclusion fohhows froni Titeorem 2.2.3 and lemmas 3.2.2
and 3.2.3.
Theorem 3.4.4. Assume ubaí ¡te hypo¡beses of Pieoreni 3.4.1 bolds atad





Proof. Tite conchusion follows from Titeorem 2.2.4, Lemnia 3.2.2 and
Lemma 3.2.3.
Theorern 3.4.5. Assume thai ¡be t>’po¡teses of Pieorem 3.4.1 itold.
Assume ¡ba¡f(x)>O atad mita [cx,/3]>0. Defir>e c=3/2+niax ja,/3,—l/2ji.
Ctoose mCn)= QCnJIOC¡)). Pien as n. ni—co
~p-j~ 4i~x2 [fjx)—Efv>(x)] LNCO,1)
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Proof. Tite conclusion follows from Tbeoreni 2.3.1, Lemma 3.2.2,
Lemnia 3.2.3 and tite bound (see SzegÓ [1939], p. 164)
niax{ ¡p}»’~~Cx)¡ —1 =x=1 I=nacl.
Several remarks are in order.
Remark 3.4.1. Tite condition f fw2p2<oc looks ratiter restrictiVe at
least for tite case mm [a, /31<--h/2, because in titis case titis condition implies
titatf(x) is o(l) as x —±1.
Remark 3.4.2. Titeorem 3.4.3 sitows titat tite asymptotic variance of
iv> Cx) and .1,, Cx) does not depend on & and (3 provided, of course, titat the
itypotiteses of titis titeorem itohd. Titerefore if we were only interested in
density estimators derived from Jacobi ortitonormal expansíons, we sitould
look at titeir blas to decide witieit is better since titeir variances are equal
(asyniptotica¡ly).
Remark 3.4.3. Titeorem 3.4.3 sitows titat tite variance of both estimators
tends tobe large for x near to tite end points ±1.Algebraic estiniators do not
itave titis unpleasant feature. Assume titatfis continuous at x and ¡etfv> Cx) be
tite algebraic estimator witit kernel ¿‘-.1 Cr>) K[(x— i)/bCr>)]. hf we assume
titat FC itas compact support titen from Theorern 2.2.3 it follows titat
tite asyniptotic varíance of f
0Cx) is fCx)bCn)r>JK2CI)dt and titere ís no
instability of tite variance at any point.
A way of meeting titis difficulty witit polynomials estiniators is to citoose
tite original interval [a, b] larger titan tite interval in witicit we want to
estimate f
3.5. Rate of Convergence of the Blas and the Mean Square
Error tú Uro
Let s,,, (ix) and uf,, Cf x) be tite nash partial sum and tite na~ Cesáro sum
corresponding to tite ortitonormal expansjon of tite function f in Jacóbi
polynomials. Titen tite biases off0Cx) andfjx) can be written as
bCfv>Cx))=s,,,(f x)—f Cx)
h(f,,Cx))=av>,(i x)—fCx)
Titerefore we can use known results about ortitogonal expansions to estimate
tite bias of fv> Cx) andfv>Cx).
For tite Jacobi expansions we state tite fo¡¡owing result.
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Proposition 3.5.1. Assunie íita¡ ¡he p.d fur>cíionfhas a con¡inuous k”’
derivative f(á). Leí a>Q3,f(á))=supj ¡fOd<’x)~f(k)Cy)¡ :1
x,yE [—1,1] ji be tite modulus of cor>íir>ui¡y of f(k). Titen
Is~cfx)—f(x)¡=K login (1)
For a proof of titis statement see for instance Alexits, PP. 287, 308, Lorentz
(¡965), Timan (¡963).
We do not try to find a bound for tite bias Of.fnCx). In tite next paragrapit
we prove a negattve result aboutf, Cx).
Tite rest of titis paragrapit is devoted to tite special case of Legendre
polynomials. In what follows we find a more precise bound titan titat of
Proposition 3.5.1, for titeestimatorf0 Cx) derived from Legendre polynomials.
Let .10 Cx) be tite p.d. funetion estimator defined in [3.16] for tite case
a=/3=O, that is,
1001
1 1 p,,Cx)p,,CXj)4t¡í CA?)ni [3.18]
witere p,,,v= 0, 1,... are tite normed Legendre polynomials.
Theorem~3.5.1. Ifon [—1,1] ¡he p.ct futactior> is absolutel>’






where U”[—1,J]~ U” is ¡be ¡oíal varialion off’ ¡‘¡,~,
secotad derivaíive of ¡be resiriclion off ¡o [—1,1].
continuous
of bounded
1U” br ¡4=1. m=2
1 ¡
_____ — for Ix¡=8<¡,m=2
</1~62 ni
2
wberef” I~~q¡j. is ¡be
Proof. fCx)—EÍ
0Cx)= 1 c,,p5,<’x)= 1 a»P5,<’x)
v=y,+l tJ=n,+l
where a5,= [(2v + 1)/2] ff(¡) 1-’. di, and 1’. =0.1,... are tite unnormed Legendre
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polynomials. Since (2v÷1) J%= P~i~ — Pt.1 (see Sansone [¡959], p. 178) and








Note titat we itave obtained tite recurrence formula
J
=1. Pu.í Cx) f’Cx)dx— 1~
P,<i-í Cx)f’Cx)dx.
J’,,+í fCx)dx.






Now, by tite second titeorem of tite niean value for m=¡
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and from Sansone (1959), p. 200,
K P,, Cx) dx< 1W u+h (2u-í-l)
Hence from [3.22], [3.23] and [3.24] it follows titat
<rl 2v-l[a,, <U” ~W (2u-3) + jV~ (2v+l)
+ 2v-f-3 ¡ v+l(2v±]) + h
N¡JTi (2v+5) JI~















¡x¡ =8<1 (see Sansone, p. 198) it follows titat
a














for ¡x¡ =8<1 m>2, and titis completes tite proof of tite titeorem.
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For the proof of titis titeorem we itave followed tite proof of a similar
titeorem due to Jackson (see Sansone, p. 205). Using the same approacit it is
easy to prove titat if f itas a (r— l)’~ derivative witicit is absolutely continuous
and its r’~ derivative is of bounded variation, then
IEfv>Cx)—fCx)¡= Y(á) QCm’Ofor x¡=6<h
witere 041’) is uniformly for ¡xI =8<¡ and ¡‘0<) is tite total variation of
f<k)
We want to point out titat in tite formula for tite asymptotic variance and
in tite square of tite second bound of Titeorem 3.5.1 tite same factor
(1 —x2ft1/2 appears. Of coarse we can’t conclude that tite bias beitaves as a
funetion of x in tite sanie way as tite corresponding bounds. However, we feel
that where titeir order iii m is concerned tite bounds are tite best possible.
Let us assunie that tite itypotiteses of Tbeorem 3.5.1 itold, i.e. on [—1,1]
the p.d. funetion f is absolutely continuous witit an absohutely continuous
derivative whose derivative f” is of bounded variation. Titen froni Lemma





A — fCx) 128 ¡“‘2 [3.27]
ir l—x2 ‘ ir2
Then it follows from straigittforward calculations (see Parzen [¡962]) titat
[3.26] is minimized by taking
m=niCn)[ ‘~ n [3.28]
and tite corresponding m¡nímum is
2~ ~k ,44/S RUS n—41t
4
[3.29]
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From [3.26], [3.27] and [3.28] it follows titat tite mean square errpr of .10Cx)
is asyniptotically dominated by
[f(’x)]415(y”)’!5 n415. [3.30]
4 1—x2
Tite expressions [3.28]and [3.30]are useful for citoosing a right m. Since
we are trying to estimate fCx), Y” and f Cx) as a rule will be unknown. Givén
a saniple CA?)J~ of tite r.v. A’ we itave to eitoose na. If we itave a rough idea
of tite order of magñitude of f Cx) and U” we sitould use titis information to
citoose ni. Q.bserve titat tite expression [3.30] is ratiter insensible to variation
in Y” since it appears to the power 1/5. Titis fact makes tite choice of ni a
little casier.
3.6. Uniform Rateof Mean Square Cons¡stency over Classes
of Density Funetions
Definition 3.6.1. Eor k= 1,2,... atad y>O define ¡te class AkY as beir>g
¡be class ofp.d. func¡ionsfsuct thai ¡heir resiricilotas ¡o [—1,1] satisfy ite
follo wing condi¡ior>s a) and b):
a) Pie Ck—1)~’ derivaíive f0<—’) ~ is absoluiel>’ coniinuous.
b) Tite k”’ derivaitive ffi) Ifr4¡] exists everywhere atad salisfies ¡be
cotaditior> Y0<)[—1 1]<y where Y(4~¡,1] is tite toíal variation of
f(k) ¡[ ¡
Theorem 3.6.1. Leí fEAáY. ¡<=1 2 Leí nimCr>»=Kta¡I(2k+¡¿ K
constan ¡ atad le¡f,, Cx) be ¡be esíiniator given by [3.16] cons¡ruc>ted using ¡he
Legendre polynomials. Titen for xc(—1,1),
sup E
1- jf , Cx)—fCx) ]2 = O Cta
2á/c2á+¡)).
fc A ~
Proof. Arguing as in Titeorem 2.2.2 it follows titat Var 10 Cx)=
¡¡ ~ Cx)&. Cx)n1. Since t Cx) = 0~ Cm)witere O., Cm) does not depend
on fwe itave titat
Var .f
0Cx)=¡¡f¡r-~í,n¡¡ pCx)r>í 114Cm). [3.31]
From tite remark after Titeorem 3.5.1 it follows titat
¡ Ef0 Cx)—fCxP =Q~Y0<)[—h,h]QCna-V=Q~yQ(m’9. [3.32]
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Since by tite Lemma of Appendix C sup{ ¡1 f¡ [¡¡]¡¡ :fEAk~ji is finite, tite
conclusion of tite titeorem follows from [3.3h] and [3.32].
Thcorem 3.6.2. Leí fEAá~. k=1,2 Assume ¡hat m=mCr>)=
= KnJ/(2+¡) K consíatal atad leí fv> Cx) be ¡be eslimalor given ‘~>‘ [3.16]
consirucied using ube Jacobipol>’r>omials. Pien for xEC—1,1),
sup E
1[f,, Cx)—fCx) ]2 — Q C,r
2kl~á+¡) log ti).
fEAáY
Tite proof is argded like titat of Titeorem 3.6.1.
Farrehí (1972) itas found tite best possible rate of consistency in
probability titat can be attained unifornily over certain classes of p.d.
functions. Waitba (1975) using Farrell’s approacit itas found tite best possible
rate of niean square consistency that can be attained uniformly over tite
chasses CI(§3 defined below.
Defínition 3.6.2. Leí I=p=oo. Defir>e ¡¡f¡[-u,¡] ¡Y dfLí J9]¡/~ ¿1
I=p<oo, atad ¡¡f¡í~tnWo~¡¡f¡[~Ln¡¡ =sup( ¡fW¡ :—1=¡=11. For k1,
2,... and y>O define tite class C&T§> as being ¡he class of p.c1 funcitiotasf
sauisfying lite condiziotas:
a) Eor r=O, 1 ¡<—1 ube deriva¡ive fir) is absolu¡ely contir>uous on
[—1,1] and ¡¡fÚ) IL—’,!] ¡,~ isfiniíe.
b) Tite derivaíive ~ exisus everjywhere on [—1,1] atad salisfies ¡he
condiíion ¡¡f(k) 1F’-’] ¡~,,=y.
Theorern 3.6.3. (Waitba). Leí Ca
0 (x)) be the class of alí densiíy estmmators





implies tital ihere exisís ¡9,, sucb ¡haí ¿‘y> ¡9,, for infini¡ely man>’ it
We do not know tite best possib¡e rate for tite classes AkY. However tite
following inclusion relation gives a ratiter precise bound for sucit best rates.
Proposition 3.6.1. Eor ever>’ class A~
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Proof. Tite ftrst inclusion fo¡lows from Y0<)=J ¡f(~~’) =2¡¡f(k+t)
Using tite sanieargument as in Appendix C it follows titat titere exists cx
sucit titat sup { ¡¡ftá)¡k,:fEAáy}=cxand titen tite second inclusion itolds.
Assume titat fEAky. Titen Titeorem 3.6.1 guarantees for tite Legendre
estimatorfv> (x) tite rate r>~kI(2á±¡)witicit is tite best possible rate for tite class
c¡:~. Titerefore in view of Proposition 3.6.1 tite rate offv> Cx) if not tite best it
is near to it. We mention itere titat witit algebraic estiniators we can attain tite
best possib¡e rate over 4,, . For tite Cesáro estiniator fv> Cx) we prove tite
fohhowing negative result.




witere Pí (x)= v’iP x is tite Legendre polynomiah of degree one. Titen
ni
Titerefore tite niean square error tends to zero no faster titan n213 despite
fE.-4k ‘y(k) for some y(k), alí k. Viollaz (¡976) itave proved titat tite sanie
happens for tite Cesáro estimators constructed froni trigonometric ortitonormal
expansions. We titink titat for tite estimator .f,, Cx) in tite Jacobi case, it is
possible to prove, following tite sanie approacit as titat used in Viollaz titat
under appropriate conditions on.f tite mean square error tends to zero at tite
rate n213. We itave not citecked tbis guess.
We want to empitasize a resu¡t of tite previous discussion. For tite
estimatorf,, Cx) tite sniootiter tite funetion fthe faster titecorresponding mean
square error tends to zero, witile for tite estimator f
0 Cx) tite rate of
convergence is not faster titan n
2/3 no niatter how smootit tite function fis.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF CONDITION 1.1.2 FOR JACOBI POLYNOMIALS
Let p<C>13> and ¡(.fi) be tite nornied and unnormed Jacobi polynoniials
respective¡y, witicit we will denote also by p,, and Pv>, respectively. Tite fol-
howing results about Jacobi po¡ynomials are needed in tite sequel (see Szegó):
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(i) sup V’Jsup[ f~~fi~’x,>¡ :~l±8=x=h--t5ji<oc
(u) Pm 1x/—~.,~m,01 ‘,
(iii) Pt~>.(cos O) = Py, (cos O) = m









and tite bound Q(m-3/2) for the error ten ito¡ds unifornily in tite interval
[e,ir—e].
Lemrna fi. Leí ky, Cx, £) be ube Jacobi kernel given ¿‘y [3.1.5].
Condizion 1.1.2 holds un (formí>’ jór xe[—1±t5,1—8],&>o.
Proof. Let ——1=A <8=!. Since
- J k,, Cx, t) p Cí) dí =Jk~ Cx, ¡) pCi) di ± jk
01Cx, i)p Cl) di
we will consider only f because tite same arguments apply for ji
Let e be a number witicit will be fixed later. Titen
I Bk5,v>Cx.O~COdiz4j (r+ tB±1 ±1rS— 11k01 Cx, i)pC¡)dt
= + I~±13
In witat follows we assume titat —l±8=x=1—6 and wititout loss of gene-
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$¡pCx)pCí)IpCQdrQ(1) [2]
wbere 0(h) is uniform for —¡+6=x=í—6. From tite expression for 4, Cx, O
given in Section 3.1 it follows titat
k~Cx,O=QCm) Py,Cx)P~± íCO—P.v>+¡Cx)P~CO [3]
i—x
Define x=cosO, i=cos 4>. Using (i), (u) and (iii) it folhows titat
0(h)k(4>)cos[M~±,4>+y]—O(l)k(4>)cas[My,4>±y]+0(mí
¡<y, Cx.O— cos 4>—cosO
¡Define cos O,v>=x±~,cos i~=x+e. Titen












For e sniahl enough we bave that g is nionotone in tite interval [n, O] and tite
maximuni of ¡gj in tite interval [~j, O~] is attained for 4> = O,,,. Note that since
g does not depend on ni we can assume titat ,~<Z O,,, <o.
o
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Let [ My,±1]be tite integer part of O~t~ Mv>,±1.Tite funetionir o ir
cos(My,±í4>±y)itas N=[ “‘‘~ My,±1]±hzeros in tite interval [tj,Om]. Letir





-JZ ±fN +... +Iol ]gC4>)cos(M,v>÷ í4>+y)d4>.
Except eventually for tite first term titis suni itas terms with a¡ternating signs
and monotone decreasing absolute values. Hence tite witole sum is less titan










sup { (sin ~ (cos4¡~í 1: 4>N—l=4>=0011=K~ [6]
[5]
witere K, <~ is independent of x and in.
On titer otiter itand
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witere 1(2>0 is independent of ni. From [5]—[7]it follows titat
K1
ni- 1211— K,
Since M,,,+í=m±(a+f3+l)/2it fol¡ows titat ‘~¡ is unifornily bounded witit
respect to xE [—1+ 8, ¡—8] and ni. Since tite -same argunients apply to ~ it
follows tbat ‘22 is uniformly bounded witit respect to xE[—l +8,1—8] and ni.
For h3 we itave
- ‘231 =O(m—’) f di =O(nr~Iloge+logmÁO(l).
Titerefore ‘2 is uniformly bounded with respect to xe[—1 +8, ¡—8] and ni.
For 13 we itave
r’ O(l)w(i1 PCOdtI=j 1 í—x¡ p(i)d¡
<+ Q(l)J wC¡)p(¡)dt
witere wC¡)=(l~~x)aI
2II4(l+x)—fiIZíI4. Since for xE[—h+8, 1—8] E can
chosen independent of x (see tite definition of E after formula [4])we itave
titat tite aboye bound is Q(l) uniformly for x in titat interval. Titis completes
tite proof of tite lemma.
APPENDIX B
A bound for the classes Ct>
Proposition C. Leí C~
7~ cf;> be ite classes defined by Definition3.6.2.
Pien, for ever>’ Ck>, ¡itere exisís L<’y,k)<oo such ¡hat sup jf:fECk7ji=
=L(y,k).
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume titat [a, b]= [0, 1]. Integrating
k times we obtain.










Since the integral in tite right-itand side of [1] is bounded by y tite
proposition will follow if we prove that Z xrf (rJ (0)CrIÉ is uniformly
bounded forfE (4~. To prove titis let us note that since Fis a d.f titere exists
M>0 sucit titat
sup sup ~ arxj=M
feCk7O=x=I r=l [3]





Tite proposition will be proved if we sitow that titere exists
(aí ajeA implies Iar¡=A for r= 1,2 k.
Let (a1,..., ak)CA and let a~ be an arbitrary component





Now tite fundamental titeorem of linear approximation of functions (see
Lorentz [¡965] or DaVis [¡973]) guarantees tite existence of a polynomia¡ of
degree k, say, TZ> witicit minimizes tite left-itand side of [4] among alí tite
polynomials with coefficient 1 in xr. Since TQ> is not constant, ¡¡ T$¡¡ >0.
Titerefore fi TÍF>II =MI¡arl and titen ¡ar¡ =M/¡~ TQ>¡¡. Taking
A = M/min¡¡ Tf’)¡¡ it follows that IOr¡ =Aand tite proposition is proVed.
Remark. Uy using tite same proof as aboye, it can be sitown titat for
every class Ck~ titere exist numbers L(r)Cy, k) sucb titat
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